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Abstract
We present descriptive statistical analysis for the STEM database of the research project “State of Emergency
Mapping” between the departments of legal philosophy and international relations through the research
section Research in Ethics and Globalization (GSG-REG).
In this report, we summarize characteristic quantities describing the distribution of states of emergencies
(SoEs) as reported by states in accordance with Article 4, highlighting total numbers of derogations, durations
and extensions, causes, and derogations of individual articles.

Data
Phase II of the project STEM State of Emergency Mapping contains a database covering reported SoEs
during the years 1995-2015. It is available on the project homepage (STEM_II.xlsx). For a detailed codebook
and more information on the project see the project homepage.

R markdown Settings
Readers interested in the analysis only may skip section.
This report has been generated by an R markdown file which contains both the report as well as the code
used in the analysis. On the homepage, two pdf versions of the same report can be accessed, one which does
not show the R code and one which does include the code used to produce the results. Explanatory code
documentation is given in the code sections directly to increase readability. In additon, the R markdown
source file is available on the project homepage as open source and can be used to modify of extend the
analysis.
In this section, the parameters and paths are set in order to show R code and properly import the database.
For bug reports and questions on the code please contact leonard.fister@gmail.com. For details on the project
please refer to the contact details on the project homepage.
Settings
This report can be generated and extended with an R markdown file which is available on the project
homepage. It contains the code used to analyse the data and make the figure. The data imports have to be
adapted to the path system of the computer on which the R markdown file is knitted. The .rmd file contains
the R code directly and can be accessed in a text editor. By changing the two parameters in this section the
code can be included in the report and/or executed when compiling the file. Further details on the generation
of the report can be found in the appendix.
R code in the .pdf output of this document can be show hidden by setting r.show TRUE/FALSE.
R code in this file is evaluated/not evaluated by setting r.eval TRUE/FALSE.
Figures in this document are (not) exported to the output directory (to be set below) by setting
export.figures (FALSE) TRUE.
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#parameters
r.show = TRUE
r.eval = TRUE
export.figures = TRUE # set path to figure directory (dir.fig) in code
# file and directory paths
dir
<- "/Users/leo/stem/code/" # working directory
database.file.name <- "STEM_II.xlsx" # if not in working dir. modify accordingly
dir.fig
<- "figures/" # output directory for figures,
setwd(dir) # set working directory
if(!file.exists(database.file.name)){
stop(paste("database",database.file.name,"not found, aborting..."))
}
if(export.figures){
if( !dir.exists(dir.fig) ){
warning(paste("directory",dir.fig,"not found (to be created), no figures exported"))
export.figures = FALSE
}
}
R functionality is augmented by the use of additional libraries (installed automatically when the file is
knitted), the list is given in the appendix.
#list of used packages
required.packages <- c("knitr", "XLConnect", "e1071", "plyr",
"stringi", "rworldmap", "latticeExtra")
#get packages which are not installed
missing.packages <- required.packages[!(required.packages %in%
installed.packages()[,"Package"])]
#install the missing ones
if(length(missing.packages)){
install.packages(missing.packages,
repos="http://cran.rstudio.com/")}
#load all packages
for(i in 1:length(required.packages)){
require(required.packages[i], character.only = T)}
The raw data-base is imported to the variable em.raw by
if(file.exists(database.file.name)){
em.raw <- readWorksheet(loadWorkbook(database.file.name),sheet=1)
}else{
stop("error finding the database xlsx-file,
downloaded and in same directory as stem.Rmd ?")}
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Summary of Database
Structure
In its phase II, the database contains data from states of emergency from the time from 1995 to 2016. In
total, the number of individual records is 321, for each of which 37 characteristics were recorded (see below
for the variables). Note however that the data base contains missing values as not every declaration was
announced in a way that completely covers the characteristics. For the member countries of the ICCPR, the
countries which have declared at least one state of emergency are Argentina, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bahrain,
Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, France, Georgia, Guatemala, Jamaica, Namibia, Nepal, Paraguay, Peru, Serbia
and Montenegro, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Thailand, Trinidad and Tobago, Ukraine, Venezuela.
Raw Variables
For each event, the following data were recorded (cf. codebook for detailed information)
Date declaration of state of emergency
Extension
Date of Report on derogation of human rights to Human Rights Committee
Date lifting state of emergency
Duration (days)
Country
Derogation ICCPR Article 8.3
Derogation ICCPR Article 9.2
Derogation ICCPR Article 9.3
Derogation ICCPR Article 10
Derogation ICCPR Article 12.1
Derogation ICCPR Article 12.2
Derogation ICCPR Article 13
Derogation ICCPR Article 14
Derogation ICCPR Article 17.1
Derogation ICCPR Article 17.2
Derogation ICCPR Article 19.1
Derogation ICCPR Article 19.2
Derogation ICCPR Article 20
Derogation ICCPR Article 21
Derogation ICCPR Article 22.1
Derogation ICCPR Article 22.2
Derogation ICCPR Article 23
Derogation ICCPR Article 24
Derogation ICCPR Article 25
Derogation ICCPR Article 26
Derogation ICCPR Article 27
Source
Declaratory organ
Declaratory person
Region
Trigger
Legal background
News sources
National subnational
Details
Duration and other limitations of SoE according to consitution or other law
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Analysed Variables
The analyses presented in this report cover frequencies of SoEs per country, dates, durations, triggers, differs
between extensions and intial declarations of SoEs, coverage for the country (national or sub-national), and
frequencies of derogations of individual articles. Thus, from the entire set of characteristics recorded it suffices
to restrict the database to the following variables
#For the analysis here only certain variables are used,
# hence, the database is subset and saved to the working data frame em
#selected features and their abbreviations in the code below
analysed.features.list <- c(
c("Date.declaration.of.state.of.emergency", "DecSOE"),
c("Extension","Extension"),
c("Date.of.Report.on.derogation.of.human.rights.to.Human.Rights.Committee",
"RepDerogation"),
c("Date.lifting.state.of.emergency", "LiftSOE"),
c("Duration..days.","Duration"),
c("Country","Country"),
c("Derogation.ICCPR.Article.8.3", "A8.3"),
c("Derogation.ICCPR.Article.9.2", "A9.2"),
c("Derogation.ICCPR.Article.9.3", "A9.3"),
c("Derogation.ICCPR.Article.10", "A10"),
c("Derogation.ICCPR.Article.12.1", "A12.1"),
c("Derogation.ICCPR.Article.12.2", "A12.2"),
c("Derogation.ICCPR.Article.13", "A13"),
c("Derogation.ICCPR.Article.14", "A14"),
c("Derogation.ICCPR.Article.17.1", "A17.1"),
c("Derogation.ICCPR.Article.17.2", "A17.2"),
c("Derogation.ICCPR.Article.19.1", "A19.1"),
c("Derogation.ICCPR.Article.19.2", "A19.2"),
c("Derogation.ICCPR.Article.20", "A20"),
c("Derogation.ICCPR.Article.21", "A21"),
c("Derogation.ICCPR.Article.22.1", "A22.1"),
c("Derogation.ICCPR.Article.22.2", "A22.2"),
c("Derogation.ICCPR.Article.23", "A23"),
c("Derogation.ICCPR.Article.24", "A24"),
c("Derogation.ICCPR.Article.25", "A25"),
c("Derogation.ICCPR.Article.26", "A26"),
c("Derogation.ICCPR.Article.27", "A27"),
c("Trigger","Trigger"),
c("National.subnational", "Nat.Subnat")
)
# save features to data frame
analysed.features <- data.frame(matrix(analysed.features.list,ncol=2,byrow=T),
stringsAsFactors=F)
names(analysed.features) <- c("DatabaseName","AbbreviatedName")
#(subset) working data frame
em <- em.raw[, analysed.features$DatabaseName]
#For convenience, rename variables by the short
# entries in analysed.features$AbbreviatedName
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names(em) <- unlist(lapply(names(em),function(x){
x <- gsub(x, analysed.features[analysed.features$DatabaseName == x,][,2], x)
}))
, and the derogations of individual articles.
To be able to subset and mine the text we normalize the entries by transforming the countries and trigger to
lower case letters
em$Country <- tolower(em$Country)
em$Nat.Subnat <- tolower(em$Nat.Subnat)
Further, we shorten the entries for increase subsetting convenience
em$Trigger <- revalue(em$Trigger,
c("Man-made disaster"="ManDis",
"Natural disaster"="NatDis"))
The variables are imported as character strings, for the code we transform them to the appropriate structure,
i.e. for dates
tz <- "CET" # central European time-zone
em$DecSOE
<- as.Date(em$DecSOE, tz=tz)
em$RepDerogation <- as.Date(em$RepDerogation, tz=tz)
em$LiftSOE
<- as.Date(em$LiftSOE, tz=tz)
factors
em$Extension
em$Country
em$Nat.Subnat
em$Trigger
em$A8.3
em$A9.2
em$A9.3
em$A10
em$A12.1
em$A12.2
em$A13
em$A14
em$A17.1
em$A17.2
em$A19.1
em$A19.2
em$A20
em$A21
em$A22.1
em$A22.2
em$A23
em$A24
em$A25
em$A26
em$A27

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<-

as.factor(em$Extension)
as.factor(em$Country)
as.factor(em$Nat.Subnat)
as.factor(em$Trigger)
as.factor(em$A8.3)
as.factor(em$A9.2)
as.factor(em$A9.3)
as.factor(em$A10)
as.factor(em$A12.1)
as.factor(em$A12.2)
as.factor(em$A13)
as.factor(em$A14)
as.factor(em$A17.1)
as.factor(em$A17.2)
as.factor(em$A19.1)
as.factor(em$A19.2)
as.factor(em$A20)
as.factor(em$A21)
as.factor(em$A22.1)
as.factor(em$A22.2)
as.factor(em$A23)
as.factor(em$A24)
as.factor(em$A25)
as.factor(em$A26)
as.factor(em$A27)
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and numeric values
em$Duration <- as.numeric(em$Duration)
The data types of the variables are
• dates: Date declaration of state of emergency, Date of Report on derogation of human rights to Human
Rights Committee, Date lifting state of emergency
• factors: Extension (Yes/No), Country, Trigger (Man-made disaster/Natural disaster), National/Subnational, and the derogations of articles (Yes/No)
• numeric: Duration (days)

Visualisation
Reports of States of Emergencies
The reported states of emergencies can be either original declarations or extensions of previous states of
emergencies, and they may be on a national level or only in certain regions, i.e. sub-national. In this section,
we focus on independent SoEs and differ by trigger. Independence refers to separate SoEs whose triggering
events are reported independently to the Secretary General. Thus, the counting is done such for each country
only those events are counted for which the variable “Extension” has a factor entry “No”, unless it is the
earliest entry of the respective country. In the latter case the SoE is counted whether it was an extension or
not, as in both cases the country was in an independent SoE at the beginning of the period recorded in the
database. Both cases of coverage, i.e. national and sub-national SoEs, are counted equally. The frequencies
in this and the next section refer to independent SoEs in this sense.
# the different countries in the data frame are
countries <- unique(em$Country)
n.countries <- length(countries) # number of countries with SoEs
# function that flips the last entry of each country (country.name)
# in the data frame em.df to "No"
set.earliest.extension.to.No <- function(em.df, country.name){
# find earliest index of the country in the data frame
earliest.index <- tail(em.df[em.df$Country == country.name, ],1)
earliest.index <- row.names(earliest.index)
earliest.index <- as.integer(earliest.index)
# set the entry of earliest entry to "No" (changes only entries who have "Yes")
em.df[earliest.index, "Extension"] <- "No"
em.df # return modified data frame
}
# For convenience, we create an temporary data frame where we
# flip the earliest extension of each country to "No" to get
# the counting correctly. Note that this is only a practical
# way to count appropriately and, thus, the original data (em) must
# not be changed by this. We therefore save the modified data
# to a separate data frame:
em.EarliestExtNo <- em
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# For each country the earliest entry is set individually by
# applying the function set.earliest.extension.to.No in a
# loop over the different countries (countries[i]). The
# temporary data frame em.EarliestExtNo gets updated in each
# step
for(i in 1:n.countries){
em.EarliestExtNo <- set.earliest.extension.to.No(em.EarliestExtNo, countries[i])
}
# The counting as described in the main text can thus be done by
# subsetting to "No" in the Extension factor.
emNoExt <- em.EarliestExtNo[em.EarliestExtNo$Extension=="No",]
# The number of rows is the number of independent SoEs. We do this
# three times, for natural and man-made disasters, respectively, and
# without resolving the trigger-dependence (for world map below)
soe.counts.natural <- sapply(split(emNoExt,emNoExt$Country),
function(x) nrow(x[x$Trigger == "NatDis",]))
soe.counts.man
<- sapply(split(emNoExt,emNoExt$Country),
function(x) nrow(x[x$Trigger == "ManDis",]))
soe.counts
<- sapply(split(emNoExt,emNoExt$Country),
nrow) # for world map (further below)

# For figures, transform country names to upper case letters and shorten Bolivia
countries <- lapply(lapply(strsplit(names(soe.counts)," "),stri_trans_totitle),
paste, collapse=" ")
countries <- sub("Bolivia.*", "Bolivia", countries)
# for all three cases
names(soe.counts.natural) <- names(soe.counts.man) <- names(soe.counts) <- countries
Natural causes make up for only 11 events and are thus much rarer than man-made disasters which happened
87 times. The ranking of frequencies of countries affected by SoEs triggered by a natural disaster is given by
Guatemala
Jamaica

9
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We see that only two countries suffered from SoEs caused by natural disasters, where Guatemala was struck
nine times and Jamaica was concerned two times. From the details given in the database, we see the causes
for Guatemala were very diverse, as
#extract column Details for the SoEs in Guatemala from natural disasters
soe.details.guat <- em.raw[em.raw$Country == "Guatemala"
& em.raw$"Extension" == "No"
& em.raw$"Trigger" == "Natural disaster", ]$Details
#function to extract natural cause from the text
# matches keywords earthquake, rain, vulcano, influenza, hurricane, drought
extract.natural.cause <- function(s){
# function takes one entry of the column Details in the database
# returns 4 words before and after a keyword in the text
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# tokenize text
words.in.s <- strsplit(s, " ")[[1]]
# get index of first keyword
cause.word.index <- grep(paste0("([Ee]arthq|[Rr]ain|[Vv]ulcano",
"|[Ii]nfluenza|[Hh]urricane|[Dd]rought)"),
words.in.s)[1]
# indices for keyword and 4 word before and after it
words.around.cause <- seq(cause.word.index - 4,
cause.word.index + 4)
# for printing, prepend/append "..." if not and start/end
praefix <- suffix <- "..."
# correct for negative indices and drop praefix
if(words.around.cause[1] < 1){ # for word at the beginning
words.around.cause <- words.around.cause +1 - words.around.cause[1]
praefix <- ""
}
# get and join words from indices
return.cause <- paste(words.in.s[words.around.cause], collapse=" ")
# if less words than 9
if(grepl("NA",return.cause)){suffix <- ""}
return.cause <- gsub("NA.*","", return.cause)
#return result with prae/postfix
paste(c(praefix,return.cause,suffix), collapse=" ")
}
#print causes in Guatemala
unlist(lapply(soe.details.guat, extract.natural.cause))

##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]

" Earthquake of 7.4-magnitude on the scale of Richter, leaving ..."
"... situation nationwide due to earthquakes and heavy rainfall. The ..."
" Earthquakes and heavy rain "
"... Agatha and the continuous rains affecting the country. "
" Eruption of Pacaya vulcano "
"... the effects of the influenza A (H1N1) epidemic. On ..."
"... emergency was declared after hurricane Stan hit the country ..."
"... deal with the devastating drought that has caused the ..."
" Hurricane Mitch "

For Jamaica, both events were trigger by hurricanes
#extract column Details for the SoEs in Jamaica from natural disasters
soe.details.jama <- em.raw[em.raw$Country == "Jamaica"
& em.raw$"Extension" == "No"
& em.raw$"Trigger" == "Natural disaster", ]$Details
#print causes in Jamaica
unlist(lapply(soe.details.jama, extract.natural.cause))
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## [1] " Hurricane Dean has an extensive impact on Jamaica, leading ..."
## [2] " Hurricane Ivan hit Jamaica "
For the same way of counting independent SoEs as described above, man-made disasters triggered the
following numbers of SoEs per country,
Peru
Guatemala
Ecuador
Colombia
France
Thailand
Argentina
Bolivia
Georgia
Nepal
Ukraine
Armenia
Azerbaijan
Bahrain
Jamaica
Namibia
Paraguay
Serbia And Montenegro
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Trinidad And Tobago
Venezuela

37
15
5
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

From the 87 SoEs of man-made cause, we see that there are two extreme cases, Peru and Guatemala, having
37 and 15 SoEs, respectively. For the remaining countries, all frequencies are below 6 SoEs. Thus, for
man-made disasters, Peru and Guatemala make up for 60% (rounded) of all SoEs recorded. In a section below,
we analyse the time series of the most-troubled countries showing the time intervals in which a sub-national
or national SoE has been active. Due to the high diversity of the man-made causes for SoEs, we do not fully
analyse this part but merely give the causes of the 10 longest SoEs
#function to extract man-made cause from the text
extract.manmade.cause <- function(s){
# same functionality as function extract.natural.cause,
# but different keywords
#
# for comments see above
words.in.s <- strsplit(s, " ")[[1]]
cause.word.index <- grep("(N\\/A|[Tt]errorist|[Pp]rotest|paralysation|violen|Maoist)",
words.in.s)[1]
words.around.cause <- seq(cause.word.index - 4,
cause.word.index + 4)
praefix <- suffix <- "..."
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if(words.around.cause[1] < 1){ # for word at the beginning
words.around.cause <- words.around.cause + 1 - words.around.cause[1]
praefix <- ""
}
return.cause <- paste(words.in.s[words.around.cause], collapse=" ")
if(grepl("NA",return.cause)){suffix <- ""}
return.cause <- gsub("NA.*","", return.cause)
paste(c(praefix,return.cause,suffix), collapse=" ")
}
#subset
soe.details.man <- em.raw[ em.raw$"Extension" == "No"
& em.raw$"Trigger" == "Man-made disaster", ]
#sort wrt Duration
soe.details.man <- soe.details.man[order(soe.details.man$"Duration..days.",
decreasing=T, na.last=T),]
#extract details for longest 10 durations
soe.details.man <- head(soe.details.man,10)
soe.details.man <- soe.details.man[ ,c("Country", "Details", "Duration..days.")]
#print countries and causes for longest 10 events
for(i in 1:10){
cat(paste(soe.details.man$Country[i], "(",
soe.details.man$"Duration..days."[i],"days )",":\n"))
cat(paste(extract.manmade.cause(soe.details.man$Details[i]),"\n\n"))
}
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Sri Lanka ( 4080 days ) :
N/A
Nepal ( 268 days ) :
Due to the terrorist rebellion led by Maoists the ...
Thailand ( 260 days ) :
Protesters (red-shirts) demand the resignation of the government, which ...
Colombia ( 90 days ) :
... was aware of a paralysation of judicial activities in ...
Colombia ( 90 days ) :
... after five days of violence which led to the ...
Colombia ( 90 days ) :
... the government acts of violence attributed to criminal and ...
Bolivia (Plurinational State of) ( 90 days ) :
... organized strikes, embargoes and violence against individuals and property, ...
Nepal ( 88 days ) :
... their support and the Maoist crisis could not be ...
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##
## Bahrain ( 78 days ) :
## The protesters are demanding widespread political reforms in the ...
##
## Bolivia (Plurinational State of) ( 72 days ) :
## ... and opposition parties turned violent after the president decided ...
The frequencies of the independent SoEs are visualised by a histogram, where we also resolve the different
triggers for the respective events. Black numbers give the total number of SoEs, blue (red) ones give the
individual contributions from man-made (natural) disasters. When neglecting the trigger dependence, the
two extreme cases of Peru and Guatemala reported 62%.
# figure: histogram of SoE frequencies per country and trigger
plot.soe.counts <- function(){
par(mar=c(6,10.5,3,2), las=2)
#histogram
barplot(rbind(rev(soe.counts.natural),rev(soe.counts.man)),
main="Reported States of Emergency (extensions excluded), 1995-2015",
xlab="frequency",
las=1,
horiz=T,
xlim=c(0,40),
density = c(15,20), angle=c(45,135),
col=c("red","blue"),
border=c("red", "blue"))
#legend for histogram
legend(c(20,37),c(.02,3.5),
legend=c("natural disasters","man-made disasters"),
fill=c("red","blue"),
border=c("red", "blue"),
density=c(15,20), angle=c(45,135),
cex=1.25)
#display number of SoEs next to bars
for(i in 1:n.countries){
s <- soe.counts.man[i]+soe.counts.natural[i]
y.off <- (n.countries-(i-1))*(1.2)-.5
text(s+2,y.off, s, col="black")
if( soe.counts.natural[i] > 0){
text(s+5,y.off, "( =")
text(s+6,y.off, soe.counts.natural[i], col="red")
text(s+6.75,y.off, "+", col="black")
text(s+7.75,y.off, soe.counts.man[i], col="blue")
text(s+8.5,y.off, ")")
}
}
}
#show figure in document
plot.soe.counts()
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Reported States of Emergency (extensions excluded), 1995−2015
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Figure 1: Reported SoEs from 1995-2015 (extensions excluded). Blue (red) bars and numbers indicate the
frequencies of SoEs which had a man-made (natural) disaster as a cause, black numbers show the overall
count of both triggers per country.
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#save figure to dir.fig
if(export.figures){
setEPS();
postscript(paste0(dir.fig,"country_counts.eps"),
width = 9, height = 8)
plot.soe.counts()
dev.off()
}

World map
Neglecting the trigger-dependence, the number of SoEs as counted in the previous section can be projected
onto a world map. Peru and Guatemala are indicated by darkred and red and show the precise number
of SoEs in parantheses, respectively, whereas the differentiation between the remaining countries having
reported an SoE or not is done by lightred in contrast to white. Not all countries are full members of the
ICCPR, i.e. they are not party of the Convenant and therefore have no obligation to report, or they have
signed the ICCPR but have not ratified it yet. For the current situation, non-full members are indicated by
the light-blue colour in the figure.
# load ISO3 abbreviations of 244 countries
data(countriesLow)
#create dataframe and initialise counts with zero
dF <- data.frame( name=countriesLow$ISO3, value=0, stringsAsFactors = F)
# set non-members to NA (rest are still 0)
nonMembers <- c("ARE", "ATG", "BTN", "BRN",
"CUB", "FJI", "FSM", "KIR",
"MMR", "MYS", "NIU", "NRU",
"SAU", "SGP", "SLB", "SSD",
dF[ dF$name %in% nonMembers, ]$value <- NA

"CHN",
"KNA",
"OMN",
"STP",

"COK",
"LCA",
"PLW",
"TON",

"COM",
"MHL",
"QAT",
"VAT")

# write soe.counts to parts of data.frame
# (this leaves NA for non-full members, 0 for countries w/o SoEs)
dF[dF$name == "ARG", ]$value <- soe.counts[names(soe.counts)=="Argentina"][[1]]
dF[dF$name == "ARM", ]$value <- soe.counts[names(soe.counts)=="Armenia"][[1]]
dF[dF$name == "AZE", ]$value <- soe.counts[names(soe.counts)=="Azerbaijan"][[1]]
dF[dF$name == "BHR", ]$value <- soe.counts[names(soe.counts)=="Bahrain"][[1]]
dF[dF$name == "BOL", ]$value <- soe.counts[names(soe.counts)=="Bolivia"][[1]]
dF[dF$name == "COL", ]$value <- soe.counts[names(soe.counts)=="Colombia"][[1]]
dF[dF$name == "ECU", ]$value <- soe.counts[names(soe.counts)=="Ecuador"][[1]]
dF[dF$name == "FRA", ]$value <- soe.counts[names(soe.counts)=="France"][[1]]
dF[dF$name == "GEO", ]$value <- soe.counts[names(soe.counts)=="Georgia"][[1]]
dF[dF$name == "GTM", ]$value <- soe.counts[names(soe.counts)=="Guatemala"][[1]]
dF[dF$name == "JAM", ]$value <- soe.counts[names(soe.counts)=="Jamaica"][[1]]
dF[dF$name == "NAM", ]$value <- soe.counts[names(soe.counts)=="Namibia"][[1]]
dF[dF$name == "NPL", ]$value <- soe.counts[names(soe.counts)=="Nepal"][[1]]
dF[dF$name == "PRY", ]$value <- soe.counts[names(soe.counts)=="Paraguay"][[1]]
dF[dF$name == "PER", ]$value <- soe.counts[names(soe.counts)=="Peru"][[1]]
dF[dF$name == "SRB", ]$value <- soe.counts[names(soe.counts)=="Serbia And Montenegro"][[1]]
dF[dF$name == "MNE", ]$value <- soe.counts[names(soe.counts)=="Serbia And Montenegro"][[1]]
dF[dF$name == "LKA", ]$value <- soe.counts[names(soe.counts)=="Sri Lanka"][[1]]
dF[dF$name == "SDN", ]$value <- soe.counts[names(soe.counts)=="Sudan"][[1]]
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dF[dF$name
dF[dF$name
dF[dF$name
dF[dF$name

==
==
==
==

"THA",
"TTO",
"UKR",
"VEN",

]$value
]$value
]$value
]$value

<<<<-

soe.counts[names(soe.counts)=="Thailand"][[1]]
soe.counts[names(soe.counts)=="Trinidad And Tobago"][[1]]
soe.counts[names(soe.counts)=="Ukraine"][[1]]
soe.counts[names(soe.counts)=="Venezuela"][[1]]

dF.onlySoe <- dF[ !is.na(dF$value) & dF$value > 0, ] # countries w/ SoEs
dF.noSoe
<- dF[ !is.na(dF$value) & dF$value == 0, ] # countries w/o SoEs
#transform to format for rworldmap
dF.onlySoe <- joinCountryData2Map(dF.onlySoe, joinCode = "ISO3", nameJoinColumn = "name")
dF.noSoe
<- joinCountryData2Map(dF.noSoe , joinCode = "ISO3", nameJoinColumn = "name")
plot.world.map <- function(){
mapCountryData(mapToPlot=dF.noSoe, nameColumnToPlot = "value",
mapTitle="",
colourPalette=c("white","white"),
missingCountryCol = rgb(0,0.3,.6), # blue for non-members and dF.onlySoE,
# dF.onlySoE are added/overwritten below
catMethod = "pretty",
addLegend=F)
mapCountryData(mapToPlot=dF.onlySoe, nameColumnToPlot = "value",
add=T, # overlay on previous map
mapTitle = "Reported States of Emergency (extensions excluded), 1995-2015",
colourPalette = c( rgb(1,0.6,0.6), rgb(.3,0,0)),
missingCountryCol = NA, # plot only dF.onlySoE
catMethod="pretty", numCats=36,
lwd=1, borderCol = "black")
text(-92,-10,"Peru (37)", col=rgb(.3,0,0), cex=.7)
text(-110,10,"Guatemala (24)", col=rgb(.5,0,0), cex=.7)
}
#show figure in document
plot.world.map()

#save figure to dir.fig
if(export.figures){
setEPS();
postscript(paste0(dir.fig,"world_map.eps"),
width = 9, height = 6)
plot.world.map()
dev.off()
}

Durations of SoEs
In this section we investigate the durations of SoEs, more precisely, the forecasted necessity of an SoE as
estimated by the country on its notification to the Secretary General. Therefore, we do not exclude extensions
of SoEs in this section and rather neglect this factor, as an extension can be seen as a new estimate of
the duration of an SoE in the country. However, we resolve the dependence on the two different trigger,
i.e. man-made and natural disasters. Note that by subsetting to those two, we implicitly neglect 4 events
where the duration is unknown (any replacement of unknown entries would distort the distribution).
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Reported States of Emergency (extensions excluded), 1995−2015

Guatemala (24)

Peru (37)

1

37

Figure 2: Reported SoEs from 1995-2015 (extensions excluded). The red legend indicates the frequency of
SoEs of countries which are full members of the ICCPR. Peru and Guatemala have reported most SoEs with
the frequency given in parantheses. Countries with a white colour are full-members of the ICCPR which
have not reported an SoE in the period covered by the STEM-database. Non-full members of the ICCPR are
shown in blue.
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# take Trigger & Duration, split by Trigger, remove NAs,
# consider ManDis and extract Duration
durMan.countries <- na.omit(split(em[,c("Trigger", "Duration", "Country")],
em$Trigger)$ManDis)
durMan.countries <- durMan.countries[ , c("Country", "Duration")]
durMan <- durMan.countries$Duration
durNat <- na.omit(split(em[,c("Trigger", "Duration")],em$Trigger)$NatDis)$Duration
For natural disasters, the sample contains only 4 different durations of 6, 30, 32, 60 days. The most significant
descriptive statistics for the distribution of natural disasters are given by
statistic

testscore (rounded)

sample size
minimum
maximum
mode
1st quartile
median
3rd quartile
mean
standard deviation
coeff. of skewness
excess kurtosis

19
6 days
60 days
30 days
30 days
30 days
30 days
31 days
13 days
0.5
1.35

The mathematical definition of these statistics and their significance are given in the Appendix.
For SoEs of known duration, natural disasters make up only 6% of all events. They have a rather short range
from 6 to 60 days, however, the distribution is peaked strongly around 30 days, as this duration occured 14
times. Both durations of 6 and 60 days were each seen twice, while once an SoE of 32 days was declared.
This high peaked is described by the positive excess kurtosis indicating a leptokurtic distribution. Also, with
the Pearson’s coefficient of skewness we see that the distribution is slightly skewed to the right. This can also
be seen in the mean having a larger value than the median. Here, due to the discreteness of the variable, the
small sample size and the large peak at a duration of 30 days the mode and the median are equal in size.
Man-made disaster were much more common as they amounted for 94% of SoEs. The range of their durations
has the upper limit at 4080 days, thus, it is much larger than for natural disasters, and also their unique
values are much more diverse. The longest (different) durations for man-made causes are
duration.ordered <- durMan.countries[order(durMan.countries$Duration, decreasing=T), ]
max.duration <- duration.ordered[ duration.ordered$Duration > 90, ]
names(max.duration) <- c("Country","Duration (days)")
rownames(max.duration) <- NULL
country.letters <- strsplit(as.character(max.duration$Country)," ")
max.duration$Country <- lapply(lapply(country.letters,stri_trans_totitle),paste, collapse=" ")
kable(max.duration)

Country

Duration (days)

Sri Lanka
Venezuela
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Nepal

4080
1310
456
365
268
16

Country

Duration (days)

Thailand
Trinidad And Tobago
France

260
107
92

The distribution of man-made disasters can be described by the same statistics as above, giving
statistic

testscore (rounded)

sample size
minimum
maximum
mode
1st quartile
median
3rd quartile
mean
standard deviation
coeff. of skewness
excess kurtosis

298
2 days
4080 days
60 days
60 days
60 days
60 days
74 days
247 days
14.75
231.3

The 1st, 2nd (median) and 3rd quartiles have the same value, which indicates that the distribution is again
highly peaked around the value of 60, resulting also in the extremely high value of excess kurtosis. Looking
more closely at the distribution, we find that 292 events have duration shorter than 120 days, 4 events had
durations between 120 to 1000 days, and only 2 SoEs lasted longer than 1000 days, the longest one of which
was 4080 days. Nevertheless, the high leverage of these few extreme cases strongly influences the mean as
well as the standard deviation giving high values for both.
In the following, we will restrict the analysis to moderate events of durations up to 120 days only, and then
study the impact of the outliers on this distribution. Note that this reduction is only relevant for man-made
disasters, as all SoEs triggered by natural disasters had durations in this range. We denote the mean and
standard deviation of natural events by x̄nat and snat , respectively. For events shorter than 120 days, the
man
mean and standard deviation of man-made disasters are given by x̄man
<120 = 52.2 days and s<120 = 19 days,
respectively. If all events with durations of smaller than 1000 days are included, the mean and standard
man
deviation are x̄man
<1000 = 56 days and s<1000 = 39.1 days. If only the 1 value above 4000 days is excluded,
man
mean and standard deviation become x̄man
<4000 = 60.3 days and s<4000 = 82.6 days, respectively. Thus, we
see a large impact due to the leverage of the few events with large duration, as both mean and standard
deviations are increases strongly by the inclusion of these extreme events. In fact, when counting all events
the mean is larger than the upper bound of the interval of one standard deviation around the mean,
man
man
man
[x̄man
<120 − s<120 , x̄<120 + s<120 ]

showing this leverage effect.
To see the drastic change in the distribution when restricted to events of durations up to 120 days only we
compare the statistics from the full distribution to the ones for the restricted one, which give
durMan120 <- durMan[durMan < 120]

statistic

testscore (rounded)

sample size
minimum

292
2 days
17

statistic

testscore (rounded)

maximum
mode
1st quartile
median
3rd quartile
mean
standard deviation
coeff. of skewness
excess kurtosis

107 days
60 days
60 days
60 days
60 days
52 days
19 days
-0.9
0.56

With the restriction to durations of up to 120 days, the full sample size (for events with know durations)
is reduced by only 6 events but its shape changes drastically as seen in certain statistics in this table. The
reduction trivially leaves the minimum duration unchanged, the maximum duration is 107 days. The mode
indicates the most frequently observed value, and, as it has been below 120 before already, it is not changed
by neglecting extreme events of long duration. In addition, the quartiles are rather insensitive to outliers,
which is seen here too as they do not change either. In sharp contrast, the mean and standard deviation
are very sensitive to outliers as reflected in their values. Also, the coefficient of skewness of the distribution
(as defined in the appendix) not only changes its value but even the sign, thus, while for all events the
distribution is skewed to the right, for the reduced sample it is skewed to the left, i.e. the tail at the lower
end is fatter than the tail on the upper end. Also the excess kurtosis feels a drastic effect as it changes from
an extreme value to almost the standard reference value of a normal distribution.
The following histogram shows SoEs with durations shorter than 120 days, for man-made and natural disasters
individually. In addition to the frequency bars, we also show the mean and the standard deviation from
the mean for both causes for the reduced sample. The frequencies count occurrences of the binned data for
breaks at 0.5 + 15 ∗ j days, with j = 0, 1, . . . , 8. To give an impression about the effect of large durations, the
means of distributions including longer durations as described above are shown. For the latter cases, the
standard deviations increase strictly with the inclusion of longer events. For the distributions which cover
durations larger than 1000 days the standard deviation from the mean extends over the entire interval shown.
# show man-made disasters only up to 120 (does
mDN <- mean(durNat); sDN <- sd(durNat) # mean,
mDM <- mean(durMan); sDM <- sd(durMan) # mean,
m120 <- mean(durMan120); s120 <- sd(durMan120)
m1000 <- mean(durMan[durMan < 1000]); s1000 <m4000 <- mean(durMan[durMan < 4000]); s4000 <-

not constrain natural causes)
stand. dev. of natural disasters
stand. dev. of all man-made
sd(durMan[durMan < 1000])
sd(durMan[durMan < 4000])

plot.duration <- function(){
hist(durMan120, breaks=seq(from=0, to=120, by=15),freq=T, density = 15, col="blue",
xlab="duration [days]", ylab="frequency",
main="Duration of States of Emergency",
xlim=c(0,130), ylim=c(0,255),axes=F)
mtext("cause-dependence for events with less than 120 days only")
axis(2); axis(1, at=seq(from=0, to=120, by=15))
hist(durNat,breaks=seq(from=0, to=120, by=15),
freq=T,add=T, density = 25, angle=135, col="red")
segments(mDM,0,mDM,80,col="cadetblue4", lwd=3, lty=6)
segments(m4000,0,m4000,80,col="brown", lwd=3, lty=3)
segments(m1000,0,m1000,80,col="purple", lwd=3, lty=2)
segments(m120,0,m120,120,col="blue", lwd=3)
arrows(m120-s120,95,m120+s120,95,code=3, angle=90, col="blue", lwd=1.5, length = .05)
segments(mDN,0,mDN,120,col="red", lwd=3)
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arrows(mDN-sDN,100,mDN+sDN,100,code=3, angle=90, col="red", lwd=1.5, length=.05)
legend(c(63,130),c(130,250),
legend=c("natural disaster","man-made disaster <120d",
as.expression(substitute(paste(
bar(x)^"nat"," = ", mDN, "d, ",
s^"nat"," = ", sDN,"d"),
list(mDN=round(mDN), sDN=round(sDN)))),
as.expression(substitute(paste(
bar(x)["<120d"]^"man"," = ", m120, "d, ",
s["<120d"]^"man"," = ", s120,"d"),
list(m120=round(m120), s120=round(s120)))),
as.expression(substitute(paste(
bar(x)["<1000d"]^"man"," = ", m1000, "d, ",
s["<1000d"]^"man"," = ", s1000,"d"),
list(m1000=round(m1000,1), s1000=round(s1000)))),
as.expression(substitute(paste(
bar(x)["<4000d"]^"man"," = ", m4000, "d, ",
s["<4000d"]^"man"," = ", s4000,"d"),
list(m4000=round(m4000), s4000=round(s4000)))),
as.expression(substitute(paste(
bar(x)^"man"," = ", mDM, "d, ",
s^"man"," = ", sDM,"d"),
list(mDM=round(mDM),sDM=round(sDM))))),
fill=c("red","blue","white","white","white","white","white"),
border=c("red", "blue","white", "white","white","white","white"),
density=c(25,15), angle=c(135,45),
lty=c(0,0,1,1,2,3,6),lwd=c(0,0,3,3,3,3,3),
col=c("white","white","red","blue","purple","brown","cadetblue4"),
y.intersp=1.5,cex=1.05, merge=T)
}
#show figure in document
plot.duration()

#save figure to dir.fig
if(export.figures){
setEPS();
postscript(paste0(dir.fig,"cause_dep_duration.eps"),
width = 9, height = 8)
plot.duration()
dev.off()
}
The distribution shows that most man-made disasters trigger SoEs of durations between 45 and 60 days. In
addition, short SoEs for durations up to 30 days are rather frequent. Other events are much rarer than these
types. In contrast, natural disasters lead to SoEs of shorter durations, i.e. the distribution covering natural
disasters is shifted to the left compared to man-made disasters.
As stated in the text above, the distribution of natural disasters has a peak around 30 days and thus most
values lie close to the upper limit of the second bin. This is one reason why the mean of natural disasters is
x̄nat = 31 days and thus larger than the bin with the high peak, the other one being that the events with
larger duration have a comparably high impact.
While the skew to the right for the distribution of natural disasters as seen in the corresponding statistic
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Figure 3: Distribution of Durations of SoEs. The histogram shows the sub-set of events which had a duration
of less than 120 days. Blue (red) bars indicate man-made (natural) disasters having triggered the respective
SoE. For the same colour-coding, vertical (horizontal) lines give the mean value (1-standard-deviation interval
around the mean) for the frequency distribution of the given cause. Including events of longer durations
shifts the mean to the right, as shown by the purple/brown/turquoise vertical lines indicating the mean of
the (sub-)sets of SoEs triggered by man-made catastrophies of duration less than 1000 days/duration less
than 4000 days/any duration. For these larger sets, the standard deviation grows vastly as given in the
legend. Natural events triggered SoEs that had durations smaller than 120 days only and thus the shown set
is complete for the recorded period.
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above is hardly visible, the skew to the left for the reduced sample of man-made disasters is evident also in
the histogram. Due to the binning and size of the samples, the kurtosis can not be seen in the histogram but
rather be read off from the corresponding descriptive statistics in the tables above.

Extensions
We now study whether a declaration of an SoE was initial or an extension by its the dependence on the
trigger an duration. Note that in this section we again drop events where the duration is unknown, in the
same way as described above. Further, we bin the durations to intervals from 0 to 30, 31 to 60, 61 to 90, 91
to 120 days, and longer durations, respectively.
tdeMan <- na.omit(split(em[,c("Trigger","Duration","Extension")],em$Trigger)$ManDis)
tdeNat <- na.omit(split(em[,c("Trigger","Duration","Extension")],em$Trigger)$NatDis)
myBins <- c(0,30,60,90,120,20000)
tabManYes <- table(cut(split(tdeMan,tdeMan$Extension)$Yes$Duration,breaks=myBins))
tabManNo <- table(cut(split(tdeMan,tdeMan$Extension)$No $Duration,breaks=myBins))
tabNatYes <- table(cut(split(tdeNat,tdeNat$Extension)$Yes$Duration,breaks=myBins))
tabNatNo <- table(cut(split(tdeNat,tdeNat$Extension)$No $Duration,breaks=myBins))
nNat <- sum(tabNatNo)+sum(tabNatYes)
nMan <- sum(tabManNo)+sum(tabManYes)
ext2 <- data.frame( natY=c(tabNatYes[1:5],sum(tabNatYes[1:5])),
natN=c(tabNatNo [1:5],sum(tabNatNo [1:5])),
manY=c(tabManYes[1:5],sum(tabManYes[1:5])),
manN=c(tabManNo[1:5],sum(tabManNo[1:5])))
#normalise wrt all events per trigger
ext2 <- mutate(ext2,
normNatY = natY/nNat,
normNatN = natN/nNat,
normManY = manY/nMan,
normManN = manN/nMan)
exthist <- ext2[,c("normNatY","normNatN", "normManY", "normManN")]
We show relative frequencies of extensions per bin and trigger, i.e. the fraction of original declarations or
extensions with respect to the total number of declarations of any duration and of the given cause. In addition,
we count all events and again show relative frequencies with respect to a given trigger.
The following histogram shows the relative frequencies per bin.
plot.extensions <- function(){
barplot(t(exthist),beside=T,
names=c("1 to 30","31 to 60", "61 to 90", "91 to 120", ">120", "all durations"),
xlab="duration [days]",
ylab="relative frequency per bin and trigger",
main="Extensions of State of Emergency",
density=c(15,30,15,30),
border=c("red","red","blue","blue"),
angle=c(45,135,45,135),
col=c("red","red","blue","blue"),
ylim=c(0,1.125), yaxt="n",
xlim=c(0,37.8),
space=c(rep(c(1.5,0,0,0),5),c(6,0,0,0)),
cex.names=.9)
axis(2, seq(from=0,to=1,by=.2))
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abline(v=29, lty=2, lwd=2, col="darkgrey")
legend(c(1,14),c(.91,1.12),
legend=c("natural,
extension", "natural,
no extension",
"man-made,
extension", "man-made, no extension"),
fill=c("red","red","blue","blue"), border=c("red","red","blue","blue"),
density=c(15,30,15,30),angle=c(45,135,45,135))
text(32.25,round(tail(ext2$normNatY,1),2)+.025,
substitute(paste(x,"%"),list(x=round(100*tail(ext2$normNatY,1)))), col="red")
segments(31.5,tail(ext2$normNatY,1),34.5,tail(ext2$normNatY,1), col="red", lwd=1.5)
text(32.25,round(tail(ext2$normNatN,1),2)+.025,
substitute(paste(x,"%"),list(x=round(100*tail(ext2$normNatN,1)))), col="red")
segments(31.5,tail(ext2$normNatN,1),35.5,tail(ext2$normNatN,1), col="red", lwd=1.5)
text(32.25,round(tail(ext2$normManY,1),2)+.025,
substitute(paste(x,"%"),list(x=round(100*tail(ext2$normManY,1)))), col="blue")
segments(31.5,tail(ext2$normManY,1),36.5,tail(ext2$normManY,1), col="blue", lwd=1.5)
text(32.25,round(tail(ext2$normManN,1),2)+.025,
substitute(paste(x,"%"),list(x=round(100*tail(ext2$normManN,1)))), col="blue")
segments(31.5,tail(ext2$normManN,1),37.5,tail(ext2$normManN,1), col="blue", lwd=1.5)
}
#show figure in document
plot.extensions()

#save figure to dir.fig
if(export.figures){
setEPS();
postscript(paste0(dir.fig,"extensions_duration_trigger.eps"),
width = 9, height = 7.5)
plot.extensions()
dev.off()
}
Each of the bins shows four different bars, red (blue) bars show natural (man-made) disasters that triggered
the SoE, and the sparse shading with an angle of 45 degrees (dense shading with an angle of 135 degrees)
with respect to the absissa indicate extensions of previous SoEs (initial declarations of SoEs). In addition,
the set of bars to the right sums over all durations per trigger and extension type. Note that as seen above
most SoEs have a man-made disaster as a triggering event, natural events were much rarer. This dominance
is not directly visible in this histogram due to the normalisation per trigger. In other words, the counting is
done such that relative frequencies sum to 1 for each trigger separately, as seen when counting events from
all durations in the rightest set of bars.
For man-made disasters, the frequencies for all durations show that the majority of SoEs were extensions,
covering 73% of all 298 events. Note that in of course in this but also the next section we fully include the
extensions, thus, the total numbers of SoEs from natural and man-made disasters are larger than in the
section about the independent SoEs. The overall effect of more extensions that initial declarations, however,
is not observed in each bin individually. For durations from 31 to 60 days it is actually more drastic, as 89%
of the man-made events in this bin were extensions. For shorter durations, however, the larger part of SoEs
were original declarations making up for 70% of events in the bin comprising durations from 0 to 30 days.
The net effect of extensions dominating the total counts is due to the higher frequencies in the second bin.
Bins for durations larger than 60 days have a minor effect only. Note that the excluded outliers of the largest
durations in the previous section affects both extensions and original declarations:
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Figure 4: Blue (red) bars and numbers indicate SoEs triggered by man-made (natural) disasters. Sparse
(dense) shadings of an angle of pi/4 (3pi/4) with respect to the abscissa show extensions of previous (initial
declarations of) SoEs. The first five sets of bars from the left are restricted to SoEs of durations in the respective
duration bin. The set to the right shows the relative frequencies of SoEs of any duration. Normalisation of
the relative frequencies is done per bin and trigger.
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durMan.ext <- na.omit(split(em[,c("Trigger", "Duration","Extension")],em$Trigger)$ManDis)
durMan.ext <- durMan.ext[order(durMan.ext$Duration, decreasing = T), ]
print(durMan.ext[durMan.ext$"Duration" > 120,], row.names = FALSE)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Trigger Duration Extension
ManDis
4080
No
ManDis
1310
Yes
ManDis
456
Yes
ManDis
365
Yes
ManDis
268
No
ManDis
260
No

Natural disasters have lead to an original declaration of an SoE slightly more often as to extension of one,
the percentages being 58% and 42% of all 19 events, respectively. Less distinct as for man-made disasters
but nevertheless observed was a duration dependence of these ratios. For short durations up to 30 days,
62% of the declarations have been initial ones. In contrast, in the bin from 31 to 60 days 33% and thus the
majority of events were extensions. Thus also for natural disasters longer durations are more likely to have
been extensions, whereas shorter durations are more likely to be original declarations. However, the overall
effect for natural disasters is dominated by the frequent duration of 30 days and hence the large number of
events in the first bin. Note that the two lowest bins contain all data of natural triggers already, thus, the
bins of larger durations have zero contribitions.
Neglecting the trigger, we find that 71% of all 317 events were extensions of previous SoEs.

Coverage (National/Subnational SoEs)
SoEs may be declared on a national level or in certain regions only. In this section, we further analyse the
frequency of national and subnational coverage of the SoEs. The counting and analysis is done in a similar
way as in the section resolving the extensional character of SoEs, i.e. national and subnational SoEs are
differentiated by duration and trigger, including extensions of previous SoEs. Using breaks to divide intervals
into durations from 0 to 30, 31 to 60, 61 to 90, 91 to 120 days, and longer durations, respectively, we bin
the data in order to have representative relative frequencies. Below we show relative frequencies which are
normalised with respect to the total number of events per trigger, i.e. all durations.
#national/subnational wrt duration, trigger
#leave out cases where duration is not given
tdnMan <- na.omit(split(em[,c("Trigger","Duration","Nat.Subnat", "Country")],
em$Trigger)$ManDis)
tdnNat <- na.omit(split(em[,c("Trigger","Duration","Nat.Subnat", "Country")],
em$Trigger)$NatDis)
myBins <- c(0,30,60,90,120,20000)
tabManNational
<- table(cut(split(tdnMan,tdnMan$Nat.Subnat)$national$Duration,
breaks=myBins))
tabManSubnational <- table(cut(split(tdnMan,tdnMan$Nat.Subnat)$"sub-national"$Duration,
breaks=myBins))
tabNatNational
<- table(cut(split(tdnNat,tdnNat$Nat.Subnat)$national$Duration,
breaks=myBins))
tabNatSubnational <- table(cut(split(tdnNat,tdnNat$Nat.Subnat)$"sub-national"$Duration,
breaks=myBins))
nNat <- sum(tabNatNational)+sum(tabNatSubnational)
nMan <- sum(tabManNational)+sum(tabManSubnational)
ext2 <- data.frame( natN=c(tabNatNational
[1:5],sum(tabNatNational
[1:5])),
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natS=c(tabNatSubnational[1:5],sum(tabNatSubnational[1:5])),
manN=c(tabManNational
[1:5],sum(tabManNational
[1:5])),
manS=c(tabManSubnational[1:5],sum(tabManSubnational[1:5])))
ext2 <- mutate(ext2,
normNatN = natN/nNat,
normNatS = natS/nNat,
normManN = manN/nMan,
normManS = manS/nMan)
exthist <- ext2[,c("normNatN","normNatS", "normManN", "normManS")]
The result is given by the following histogram.
plot.coverage <- function(){
barplot(t(exthist),beside=T,
names=c("1 to 30","31 to 60", "61 to 90", "91 to 120", ">120", "all durations"),
xlab="duration [days]",
ylab="relative frequency per bin and trigger",
main="Coverage of State of Emergency",
density=c(15,30,15,30),
border=c("red","red","blue","blue"),
angle=c(45,135,45,135),
col=c("red","red","blue","blue"),
ylim=c(0,1.24), yaxt="n",
xlim=c(0,37.8),
space=c(rep(c(1.5,0,0,0),5),c(6,0,0,0)),
cex.names=.9)
axis(2, seq(from=0,to=1,by=.2))
abline(v=29, lty=2, lwd=2, col="darkgrey")
legend(c(1,17),c(1.01,1.24),
legend=c("natural,
national", "natural,
sub-national",
"man-made,
national", "man-made, sub-national"),
fill=c("red","red","blue","blue"),
border=c("red","red","blue","blue"),
density=c(15,30,15,30),
angle=c(45,135,45,135))
text(32.25,round(tail(ext2$normNatN,1),2)+.025,
substitute(paste(x,"%"),list(x=round(100*tail(ext2$normNatN,1)))), col="red")
segments(31.5,tail(ext2$normNatN,1),34.5,tail(ext2$normNatN,1), col="red", lwd=1.5)
text(32.25,round(tail(ext2$normNatS,1),2)+.025,
substitute(paste(x,"%"),list(x=round(100*tail(ext2$normNatS,1)))), col="red")
segments(31.5,tail(ext2$normNatS,1),35.5,tail(ext2$normNatS,1), col="red", lwd=1.5)
text(32.25,round(tail(ext2$normManN,1),2)+.025,
substitute(paste(x,"%"),list(x=round(100*tail(ext2$normManN,1)))), col="blue")
segments(31.5,tail(ext2$normManN,1),36.5,tail(ext2$normManN,1), col="blue", lwd=1.5)
text(32.25,round(tail(ext2$normManS,1),2)+.025,
substitute(paste(x,"%"),list(x=round(100*tail(ext2$normManS,1)))), col="blue")
segments(31.5,tail(ext2$normManS,1),37.5,tail(ext2$normManS,1), col="blue", lwd=1.5)
}
#show figure in document
plot.coverage()
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Coverage of State of Emergency
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Figure 5: Blue (red) bars and numbers indicate SoEs triggered by man-made (natural) disasters. Sparse
(dense) shading of an angle of pi/4 (3pi/4) with respect to the abscissa show SoEs on a national (sub-national)
level. The first five sets of bars from the left refers to SoEs of durations in the respective bin. The set to the
right shows the relative frequencies of SoEs of any duration. Normalisation of the relative frequencies is done
per bin and trigger.
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#save figure to dir.fig
if(export.figures){
setEPS();
postscript(paste0(dir.fig,"coverage_duration_trigger.eps"),
width = 9, height = 7.5)
plot.coverage()
dev.off()
}
Each of the bins shows four different bars, red (blue) bars show natural (man-made) disasters that triggered
the SoE, and the sparse shading with an angle of pi/4 degrees (dense shading with an angle of 3*pi/4 degrees)
with respect to the absissa indicate national (subnational) SoEs. In addition, the set of bars to the right
sums over all durations per trigger and extension type. As in the histogram for extensional type of SoEs,
also here the dominance of man-made disasters in frequencies of SoEs is obscured by the normalisation with
respect to trigger. Thus, the contributions per trigger sum to 1 separately.
Also in this histogram the previously investigated effect for durations with respect to given trigger is seen,
i.e. natural causes on the average led to shorter SoEs. 84.2% of 19 events originating from a natural disaster
lie in the first bin, where half of the events were national and the other half subnational. Note again that in
this section we count independently of the factor extension. Still, only few durations are in the second bin
and no events with durations from 61 days and above were reported. The overall relation is thus dominated
by the first bin, as a result, there is only a small surplus of 53% of subnational SoEs.
The situation for man-made disasters is very different, as a total of 91% of all 298 events were of subnational
coverage. Of course, also this result is dominated by the numerous bins, i.e. first two ones comprising short
durations. For SoEs of up to 30 days, 89.4% of 66 events, and for durations from 31 to 60 days 99.1% of 212
events were subnational. Even though larger bins show a reversed trend, events of these extreme cases were
too rare to have a large impact on the total ratio of national versus subnational events.
Neglecting the trigger, we find that 89% of all 317 events were subnational.

Time-Series of Most Troubled Countries
In this section we show the last 20 years of the countries with the most SoEs. Here, we count all possible
declarations, i.e. original ones and extensions. We differ between national and subnational events, where we
have seen in the section above that most declarations referred to subnational events. We only consider those
events, where the date of declaration as well as lifting of an SoE are given, and where it is known whether it
was a national or subnational event.
In contrast to the exclusion of extensions above, when counting all declarations the most-troubled countries
(#SoEs>3) experienced the following number of SoEs
most <- sort(unlist(lapply(split(em,em$Country), nrow)),decreasing = T)
most <- most[most > 3]
most.letters <- strsplit(names(most)," ")
names(most) <- lapply(lapply(most.letters,stri_trans_totitle),paste, collapse=" ")

Peru
Guatemala
Colombia
Ecuador
France
Jamaica
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231
42
7
5
4
4

In the figure below we show the time series of countries indicating when a sub-national or national SoE has
been active. Coloured blobs indicate SoEs triggered by man-made disasters for the respective country as
stated in the figure. In the time series, red crosses show SoEs which have originated from natural disasters.
Note that events of the latter type did not occur for Colombia or Ecuador.
em2 <- em[,c("Country","DecSOE", "LiftSOE", "Nat.Subnat", "Trigger", "Extension")]
em2 <- em2[complete.cases(em2),]
#function to fill an array at each day with the passed values:
#
setNat: national SoE
#
setSub: sub-national SoE
#
setNo : no SoE
ts.SOE <- function(df.country, setNat, setSub, setNo){
# initialise (daily) time.series with value set to No
ts.country <- data.frame(date=seq(from=tail(em,1)$DecSOE,
to=head(em,1)$LiftSOE,
by=1),
SOE = setNo)
# fill time.series with values SetSub and SetNat
for(i in 1:nrow(df.country)){ # for all entries per country
#for each declaration date
dates <- df.country[i,]$DecSOE
# find dates between decl and lift
if(df.country[i,]$DecSOE < df.country[i,]$LiftSOE){
dates <- with(df.country[i,], seq(from=DecSOE, to=LiftSOE, by=1 ))
}
# (per country-entry) set to dates in range to setSub or SetNat
replace <- if(df.country[i,]$Nat.Subnat == "sub-national"){
setSub
}else{setNat}
#replace the values in this range of the event
ts.country[ts.country$date %in% dates, ]$SOE <- replace
}
#return filled time-series
ts.country
}
#all events (natural events highlighted below)
peru <- em2[em2$Country=="peru",]
ts.peru <- ts.SOE(peru, 1,.5,0)
guat <- em2[em2$Country=="guatemala",]
ts.guat <- ts.SOE(guat, 3,2.5,2)
colo <- em2[em2$Country=="colombia",]
ts.colo <- ts.SOE(colo, 5,4.5,4)
ecua <- em2[em2$Country=="ecuador",]
ts.ecua <- ts.SOE(ecua, 7,6.5,6)
# highlight natural events only (none for colombia or ecuador)
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peru.nat <ts.peru.nat
guat.nat <ts.guat.nat

em2[em2$Country=="peru" & em2$"Trigger" == "NatDis",]
<- ts.SOE(peru.nat, 1,.5,-1) # -1 pushes it outside the plot-range
em2[em2$Country=="guatemala" & em2$"Trigger" == "NatDis",]
<- ts.SOE(guat.nat, 3,2.5,-1) # -1 pushes it outside the plot-range

plot.timeseries <- function(){
par(mar=c(5,8,3,3))
plot(ts.peru, pch=20,cex=.5, col="black",
main="Time-Series of Countries with the SoEs",
xlab="date", ylab="",
yaxt="n",
ylim=c(-.1,7.5))
points(ts.peru.nat, pch = 3, cex=1., col="red")
points(ts.guat, pch=20, cex=.5, col="brown")
points(ts.guat.nat, pch = 3, cex=1., col="red")
points(ts.colo, pch=20, cex=.5, col="blue")
points(ts.ecua, pch=20, cex=.5, col="darkgreen")
axis(2,at=c(0,.5,1,2,2.5,3,4,4.5,5, 6,6.5,7),
labels=rep(c("no SoE", "sub-national SoE", "national SoE"),4), las=1)
text(as.numeric(as.Date("1998-01-01")),.8, cex=1.25, "Peru")
text(as.numeric(as.Date("1998-01-01")),2.8, cex=1.25, "Guatemala", col="brown")
text(as.numeric(as.Date("1998-01-01")),4.8, cex=1.25, "Colombia", col="blue")
text(as.numeric(as.Date("1998-01-01")),6.8, cex=1.25, "Ecuador", col="darkgreen")
}

#show figure in document
plot.timeseries()
#save figure to dir.fig
if(export.figures){
setEPS();
postscript(paste0(dir.fig,"most_troubled.eps"),
width = 9, height = 7)
plot.timeseries()
dev.off()
}
As seen above, most SoEs from man-made causes are subnational events. By far, Peru has declared most
SoEs, and in its time series we see that actually most events were on a subnational level and triggered by
man-made disasters, generally dominating the statistics in the sections above. In Guatemala, SoEs with both
types of trigger and coverage, respectively, were observed frequently. Far fewer SoEs were declared for the
next most-troubled countries, Colombia and Ecuador, where all events were triggered by man-made disasters.
While SoEs in Colombia were always declared on a national level, Ecuador has seen both types of coverage.

Derogations from Articles
As specified under Art. 4 of the ICCPR states may derogate from some human rights articles of the ICCPR.
For further details on the restrictions see the codebook. In this section, we analyse the frequencies (both
with and without respect to the given trigger) of derogations from individual articles from which countries
can in principle derogate from. As in the sections above, we exclude extensions in the same way in order to
focus on independent SoEs.
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Time−Series of Countries with the SoEs
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Figure 6: Time series of the countries having reported most SoEs from 1995-2015. Colours are assigned
according to the country name’s colour in the figure and show SoEs from man-made disasters. The red crosses
in the blocks of Peru and Guatemala show SoEs triggered by natural catastrophies. Note that no SoE in
Colombia or Equador had a natural cause. The lowest horizontal line per country shows the time in which
there was no prevailing SoE in the county. The central line indicates the time of an SoE on a sub-national
level. The highest line shows SoEs on a national extent.
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#The different articles are extracted by
articles.names <- names(emNoExt[ , grep("A",names(emNoExt))])
#function extracts the frequency of derogations from article,
# for a given trigger
count.derogations.trigger <- function(data.frame.em, article.name, trigger.name){
#subset to article and Trigger
df <- data.frame.em[, c(article.name,"Trigger")]
#choose events of derogation
df <- df[df[[article.name]] == "Yes", ]
# delete missing values
df <- df[complete.cases(df), ]
# subset to trigger
df <- df[df$Trigger == trigger.name, ]
#return number of derogations of this trigger
nrow(df)
}
#number of natural/man-made disasters (complete.cases)
#
there are no missing values:
#
anyNA(emNoExt$Nat.Subnat) # FALSE
nNat <- nrow(emNoExt[emNoExt$Trigger == "NatDis", ])
nMan <- nrow(emNoExt[emNoExt$Trigger == "ManDis", ])
#This function is applied to each article for
# man-made and natural disasters separately
articles.manmade <- sapply( articles.names,
count.derogations.trigger,
data.frame.em=emNoExt, trigger.name= "ManDis")
articles.natmade <- sapply( articles.names,
count.derogations.trigger,
data.frame.em=emNoExt, trigger.name= "NatDis")
The following histogram shows the frequencies of the derogations of articles with their dependence on the
trigger, red/blue bars and numbers indicate natural/man-made disasters having cause the SoE in which the
derogation from the article was reported, black numbers give the total sum of derogations from the respective
article. To give a better overview, the histogram shows all articles from which contries can theoretically
derogate from, also if a derogation has not occurred in practice in the period spanned by the database.
names(articles.manmade) <- names(articles.natmade) <- gsub("A", "Art. ", articles.names)
na <- length(articles.manmade) # number of articles
plot.articles <- function(){
par(mar=c(6,7,4,3), las=2)
barplot(rbind(rev(articles.natmade),rev(articles.manmade)),
main="Reported ICCPR Human Rights Derogations\n(extensions excluded), 1995-2015",
las=1, horiz=T, xlim=c(0,85.5),
density = c(15,20), angle=c(45,135),
col=c("red","blue"), xlab="frequency",
border=c("red", "blue")
)
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legend(c(40,75),c(.02,4),
legend=c(paste(nNat, "natural disasters"),
paste(nMan, "man-made disasters")),
fill=c("red","blue"), border=c("red", "blue"),
density=c(15,20), angle=c(45,135),
cex=1.2)
for(i in 1:na){
s <- articles.manmade[i]+articles.natmade[i]
y.off <- (na-(i-1))*(1.2)-.5
if(s>0){
text(s+2,y.off, s, col="black")
text(s+5,y.off, "(=")
text(s+7,y.off, articles.natmade[i], col="red")
text(s+8.75,y.off,"+", col="black")
text(s+11.3,y.off,articles.manmade[i], col="blue")
text(s+13.25,y.off, ")")
}
}
}
#show figure in document
plot.articles()

#save figure to dir.fig
if(export.figures){
setEPS();
postscript(paste0(dir.fig,"articles_trigger.eps"),
width = 9, height = 7)
plot.articles()
dev.off()
}
In a similar way the dependence on duration of SoEs can be analysed. Note that total numbers can vary from
above due to the fact that missing entries in the database have been dropped. The following histogram shows
the frequencies of the derogations of articles with respect to duration, red/blue/green bars and numbers
indicate SoEs with the durations from 1 to 30/31 to 90/ >90 days for which the derogation from the article
was reported. Black numbers give the total sum of derogations from the respective article.
#The different articles are extracted by
articles.names <- names(emNoExt[ , grep("A",names(emNoExt))])
#function extracts the frequency of derogations from article,
# for a duration interval
count.derogations.duration <- function(data.frame.em,
article.name,
min.duration,
max.duration){
#subset to article and duration
df <- data.frame.em[, c(article.name,"Duration")]
#choose events of derogation
df <- df[df[[article.name]] == "Yes", ]
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Reported ICCPR Human Rights Derogations
(extensions excluded), 1995−2015
Art. 8.3
Art. 9.2
Art. 9.3
Art. 10
Art. 12.1
Art. 12.2
Art. 13
Art. 14
Art. 17.1
Art. 17.2
Art. 19.1
Art. 19.2
Art. 20
Art. 21
Art. 22.1
Art. 22.2
Art. 23
Art. 24
Art. 25
Art. 26
Art. 27

55 (= 2 + 53 )
55 (= 2 + 53 )
71 (= 9 + 62 )
70 (= 9 + 61 )
1 (= 0 + 1 )
5 (= 0 + 5 )
52 (= 0 + 52 )
50 (= 0 + 50 )
17 (= 4 + 13 )
19 (= 4 + 15 )
66 (= 7 + 59 )
8 (= 1 + 7 )
8 (= 1 + 7 )

11 natural disasters
87 man−made disasters
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Figure 7: Blue (red) bars and numbers show the frequency of derogations from the respective article in
reporting an SoE due to a man-made (natural) disaster. Black numbers show the total frequencies per article.
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# delete missing values
df <- df[complete.cases(df), ]
#restrict to duration of SoE
df <- df[df$Duration >= min.duration
& df$Duration <= max.duration, ]
#return number of derogations of this duration
nrow(df)
}
#This function is applied to each article for
# different durations of the SoEs
articles.0.30 <- sapply( articles.names,
count.derogations.duration,
data.frame.em=emNoExt,
min.duration = 0,
max.duration = 30)
articles.31.90 <- sapply( articles.names,
count.derogations.duration,
data.frame.em=emNoExt,
min.duration = 31,
max.duration = 90)
articles.91.inf <- sapply( articles.names,
count.derogations.duration,
data.frame.em=emNoExt,
min.duration = 91,
max.duration = Inf)
#count all events in time interval
count.events.duration <- function(data.frame.em, min.duration, max.duration){
#subset to article and duration
df <- data.frame.em$Duration
# delete missing values
df <- df[complete.cases(df)]
#restrict to duration of SoE
df <- df[df >= min.duration & df <= max.duration]
#return number of derogations of this duration
length(df)
}
n.0.30 <- count.events.duration(emNoExt,0,30)
n.31.90 <- count.events.duration(emNoExt,31,90)
n.91.inf <- count.events.duration(emNoExt,91,Inf)
a <- gsub("A", "Art. ", articles.names)
names(articles.0.30)
<- a
names(articles.31.90) <- a
names(articles.91.inf) <- a
na <- length(articles.0.30) # number of articles
plot.articles.duration <- function(){
par(mar=c(6,7,3,2), las=2)
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barplot(rbind(rev(articles.0.30),rev(articles.31.90), rev(articles.91.inf)),
main="Reported ICCPR Human Rights Derogations\n(extensions excluded), 1995-2015",
las=1, horiz=T, xlim=c(0,90),
density = c(15,20,30), angle=c(45,135,225),
col=c("red","blue", "darkgreen"), xlab="frequency",
border=c("red", "blue", "darkgreen"))
legend(c(30,80),c(.02,5),
legend=c(paste(n.0.30 ," events of duration < 30.5d"),
paste(n.31.90 ," events of 30.5d < duration < 90.5d"),
paste(n.91.inf,"
events of duration > 90.5d")),
fill=c("red","blue","darkgreen"), border=c("red", "blue", "darkgreen"),
density=c(15,20,30), angle=c(45,135, 225),
cex=1.2)
for(i in 1:na){
s <- articles.0.30[i]+articles.31.90[i]+articles.91.inf[i]
y.off <- (na-(i-1))*(1.2)-.5
if(s>0){
text(s+2,y.off, s, col="black")
text(s+5,y.off, "(=")
text(s+7.2,y.off, articles.0.30[i], col="red")
text(s+9,y.off, "+", col="black")
text(s+11,y.off, articles.31.90[i], col="blue")
text(s+12.75,y.off, "+", col="black")
text(s+14.5,y.off, articles.91.inf[i], col="darkgreen")
text(s+16.5,y.off, ")")
}
}
}
#show figure in document
plot.articles.duration()

#save figure to dir.fig
if(export.figures){
setEPS();
postscript(paste0(dir.fig,"articles_duration.eps"),
width = 9, height = 7)
plot.articles.duration()
dev.off()
}
The dependence on coverage is shown in the next histogram. Again, total numbers vary due to missing entries
in the respective variables. Red/blue bars and numbers indicate national/sub-national SoEs in which the
derogation from the article was reported, black numbers give the total sum of derogations from the respective
article.
#The different articles are extracted by
articles.names <- names(emNoExt[ , grep("A",names(emNoExt))])
#function extracts the frequency of derogations from article,
# for a duration interval
count.derogations.coverage <- function(data.frame.em, article.name, coverage){
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Reported ICCPR Human Rights Derogations
(extensions excluded), 1995−2015
Art. 8.3
Art. 9.2
Art. 9.3
Art. 10
Art. 12.1
Art. 12.2
Art. 13
Art. 14
Art. 17.1
Art. 17.2
Art. 19.1
Art. 19.2
Art. 20
Art. 21
Art. 22.1
Art. 22.2
Art. 23
Art. 24
Art. 25
Art. 26
Art. 27

54 (= 29+ 23+ 2 )
54 (= 29+ 23+ 2 )
69 (= 41+ 26+ 2 )
69 (= 40+ 26+ 3 )
1 (= 0 + 1 + 0 )
3 (= 1 + 1 + 1 )
51 (= 24+ 25+ 2 )
49 (= 23+ 25+ 1 )
16 (= 8 + 7 + 1 )
18 (= 9 + 7 + 2 )
65 (= 39+ 24+ 2 )
8 (= 4 + 3 + 1 )
8 (= 4 + 4 + 0 )

56 events of duration < 30.5d
34 events of 30.5d < duration < 90.5d
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Figure 8: Blue/red/green bars and numbers show the frequency of derogations from the respective article in
reporting an SoE of duration shorter than 30.5 days/longer than 30.5 but shorter than 90.5 days/ longer
than 90.5 days. Black numbers at the bars give the total frequency of derogations from the respective article.
Black numbers in the legend show the total frequency of SoEs per bin in duration. Total frequencies vary
from the previous figure as observations with missing entires are dropped.
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#subset to article and coverage
df <- data.frame.em[, c(article.name,"Nat.Subnat")]
#choose events of derogation
df <- df[df[[article.name]] == "Yes", ]
# delete missing values
df <- df[complete.cases(df), ]
#choose coverage of SoE
df <- df[df$"Nat.Subnat" == coverage, ]
#return number of derogations of this coverage
nrow(df)
}
#This function is applied to each article for
# different durations of the SoEs
articles.national <- sapply( articles.names,
count.derogations.coverage,
data.frame.em=emNoExt,
coverage = "national")
articles.subnational <- sapply( articles.names,
count.derogations.coverage,
data.frame.em=emNoExt,
coverage = "sub-national")
# there are no missing values :
# anyNA(emNoExt$Nat.Subnat) # FALSE
nNational <- nrow(emNoExt[emNoExt$Nat.Subnat == "national", ])
nSubnational <- nrow(emNoExt[emNoExt$Nat.Subnat == "sub-national", ])
a <- gsub("A", "Art. ", articles.names)
names(articles.national)
<- a
names(articles.subnational) <- a
na <- length(articles.national) # number of articles
plot.articles.coverage <- function(){
par(mar=c(6,7,3,2), las=2)
barplot(rbind(rev(articles.national),rev(articles.subnational)),
main="Reported ICCPR Human Rights Derogations\n(extensions excluded), 1995-2015",
las=1, horiz=T, xlim=c(0,90),
density = c(15,20), angle=c(45,135),
col=c("red","blue"), xlab="frequency",
border=c("red", "blue"))
legend(c(45,80),c(.02,4),
legend=c(paste(nNational, "national SoEs"),
paste(nSubnational, "subnational SoEs")),
fill=c("red","blue"), border=c("red", "blue"),
density=c(15,20), angle=c(45,135),
cex=1.2)
for(i in 1:na){
s <- articles.national[i]+articles.subnational[i]
y.off <- (na-(i-1))*(1.2)-.5
if(s>0){
text(s+2,y.off, s, col="black")
text(s+5,y.off, "(=")
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text(s+7.2,y.off, articles.national[i], col="red")
text(s+9,y.off, "+", col="black")
text(s+11,y.off, articles.subnational[i], col="blue")
text(s+13.5,y.off, ")")
}
}
}
#show figure in document
plot.articles.coverage()

Reported ICCPR Human Rights Derogations
(extensions excluded), 1995−2015
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Art. 9.2
Art. 9.3
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Figure 9: Blue (red) bars and numbers show the frequency of derogations from the respective article in
reporting an SoE of national (sub-national) coverage. Black numbers at the bars give the total frequency of
derogations from the respective article. Black numbers in the legend show the total frequency of SoEs per
extent of coverage. Total frequencies vary from the previous figure as observations with missing entires are
dropped.
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#save figure to dir.fig
if(export.figures){
setEPS();
postscript(paste0(dir.fig,"articles_coverage.eps"),
width = 9, height = 7)
plot.articles.coverage()
dev.off()
}

News Sources
Under this variable in the database, the sources are specified that are used in research to determine both the
trigger of the state of emergency declaration and the details of the occurring events. These news sources are
most often international news sources, as they attempt to take a country neutral perspective to the matter.
In this sense, the analysis in this section has reduced significance as it is strongly affected by a random choice
by individual people.
We can analyse the frequencies for different news sources. Removing missing values in the database, we obtain
#get the array News from the database
news <- em.raw$News
#extract the main source from the exact url,
#match pattern and replace by normal form
news.replacements <- data.frame( matrix(c(
c(".*reuters\\..*", "Reuters"),
c(".*bbc\\..*", "BBC"),
c(".*economist\\..*", "The Economist"),
c(".*washingtonpost\\..*", "Washington Post"),
c(".*foxnews\\..*", "Fox News"),
c(".*guardian\\..*", "The Guardian"),
c(".*cnn\\.com.*", "CNN"),
c(".*telegraph\\.co\\.uk.*", "The Telegraph"),
c(".*aljazeera\\.com.*", "Al Jazeera"),
c(".*reliefweb\\.int.*", "reliefweb.int"),
c(".*peru21\\.pe.*", "Peru21"),
c(".*gestion\\.pe.*", "Gestion"),
c(".*elperiodico\\.com.*", "El Periodico"),
c(".*latindispatch\\.com.*", "latindispatch.com"),
c(".*jamaica\\-gleaner.*", "The Gleaner"),
c(".*greenleft\\.org.*", "Green Left")
), ncol=2, byrow=T))
names(news.replacements) <- c("pattern", "source")
# normalise news sources
for(i in 1:nrow(news.replacements)){
news <- sub(news.replacements$pattern[i], news.replacements$"source"[i], news)
}
# remove missing values
news <- news[-grep( "^N/A" ,news)]
#count frequencies of different sources
news.freq <- data.frame( "source"=news.replacements$source,
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"freq"

=sapply(news.replacements$source,
function(x) length(news[news == x])))
#news.freq[order(news.freq$"freq", decreasing = T),] # sort
#get unique frequencies to assign all sources per freq
unique.freqs <- sort(unique(news.freq$freq), decreasing = T)
#join sources per freq
news.tab <- data.frame(
"frequency"=unique.freqs,
"sources" = sapply(unique.freqs,
function(x) paste(
news.freq[news.freq$freq == x, ]$source,
collapse=", ")))
names(news.tab) <- c("Frequency", "News sources")

Frequency
40
4
3
2
1

News sources
BBC
The Economist, El Periodico
Fox News, CNN
Reuters, The Guardian, reliefweb.int, Peru21
Washington Post, The Telegraph, Al Jazeera, Gestion, latindispatch.com, The Gleaner, Green Left

Appendix
Definition of Statistics
This section gives the definitions of the statistics stated in the main text.
The sample size n is the number of events in the analysed sample. Note that above it sometimes actually
refers to subsamples of the entire data base, e.g. the number of events that have natural cause only.
The minimum (maximum) values are the smallest (largest) observed values in the respective variable of the
data set, e.g. the shortest (longest) duration.
The mode is the most frequently observed value in the sample.
The 1st, 2nd and 3rd quartile are those values of the variable in the data below of which 25%, 50% and 75%
of the data is observed. The 2nd quartile is usually called the median and serves as a measure of central
tendency of the distribution.
The (arithmetic) mean serves as another measure of the centre of the distribution. It is defined as the first
moment about the origin,
n
1X
x̄ :=
xi
n i=1
where xi , i = 1, 2, . . . , n are the individual events in the sample of size n.
The standard deviation s is the square root of the variance which is the second moment about the mean,
hence
n
1 X
2
s2 :=
(xi − x̄)
n − 1 i=1
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s is the average deviation from the mean. In the main text we prefer to give the standard deviation as it has
the same units as the data, however, the variance can be easily obtained by simply squaring the standard
deviation.
Mean and standard deviation measure the centre and dispersion but do not give information about the
asymmetry of the distribution. This can be analysed by the skewness. In order to facilitate the comparison
of asymmetry of different distributions, the (moment) coefficient of skewness a3 is measured in dimensionless
units, i.e. the third moment about the mean is measured in units of the standards deviations cubed. Thus,
Pn
3
1
i=1 (xi − x̄)
n
a3 :=
s3
A positive (negative) a3 indicates a skew to the right (left) of the distribution, or in other words, the tail of
the distribution on the upper (lower) end is fatter than on the other end.
The kurtosis gives further information about the peak of the distribution. The normal distribution usually
serves as a benchmark and is referred to as mesokurtic. Distributions with a higher kurtosis have a sharper
peak and are called leptokurtic, whereas a smaller kurtosis signals a flatter, platykurtic distribution. The
(moment) coefficient of kurtosis is again measured in dimensionless units by taking the ratio of the fourth
moment about the mean and the variance squared, thus,
Pn
4
1
i=1 (xi − x̄)
n
a4 :=
.
s4
For the normal distribution, a4 = 3. In the main text, we state the excess kurtosis := a4 − 3, where excess
refers to the normal distribution having a moment coefficient of kurtosis of 3. The excess kurtosis is positive
(negative) for leptokurtic (platykurtic) distributions.

Details on running the R code
The analysis in this document has been done with the programming language R (R-project). The R markdown
(stem.rmd) file contains the full code with which the documentation above has been done. It is an open
source file and thus free to use and modify.
In order to run and edit the code, Rstudio provides a convenient integrated development environment (IDE).
It is also available as an open source edition for most common operating systems. The file stem.rmd can be
knitted directly from Rstudio by clicking the button Knit PDF/HTML/WORD.
R is a very package based programming language, i.e. standard R has a reduced number of features which
can be enormously extended by the use of packages. The code above uses the packages listed in the section R
environment. Note that missing packages are installed automatically. Knitr version 3.2 may have problems
with R 3.3.0., which can be resolved by updating knitr to a newer version.
The libraries that are used in addition to standard R code are
•
•
•
•
•
•

XLConnect: import Excel’s .xlsx format
e1071: statistical analysis package
plyr: efficient manipulation of data frames
stringi: text manipulation
rworldmap: plotting data on a geographic map
latticeExtra: advanced plotting library (extends lattice)
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